This paper presents the content filtering based on keyword map. Keyword maps represent knowledge of learner by capturing relations between terms that the learner has been exposed to. Keyword maps allow increasing both the relevance and complement of learning resources recommendation. The experimental results show that the proposed method is better suited for e-learning settings our method, and achieves a higher accuracy than common recommendation methods such as collaborative and keyword based approaches.
Introduction
Nowadays personalization is regarded as crucial in e-learning settings. Many e-learning systems have applied recommender systems to support learning resources personalization, such as the paper recommendation proposed by Tang et al. [1] , the learning activities recommendation developed by Drachsler et al. [2] , the learning process recommendation proposed by Wan et al. [3, 4, 5] .
Content-based recommender systems always use keyword vectors to carry out recommendations. The process of content-based recommender systems is as follows: (1) identifying the item contents, (2) identifying the user's interests and (3) using the methods used to match them. Therefore, in order to design the accuracy content-based recommender system, it is necessary to consider the following problems, (1) how to represent a content of items (content profiles), (2) how to create user profiles that stand for users' preferences.
In this paper, we propose keyword map based recommendation method. Keyword maps represent knowledge of learner by capturing relations between terms that the learner has been exposed to. Keyword maps are constructed based on the learner's user profile, which consists of visited learning resources, and learning processes in a web based learning system.
Approach
In e-learning settings, keyword vector-based methods are not necessarily effective, since recommendation of learning resources depends not only on the keywords, but also on existing knowledge of learner and its relations to a resource considered for recommendation (e.g. appropriate difficulty, subject area, course plan, etc.). To overcome these limitations we propose keyword map based recommendation method [1] . The approach utilize keyword map to provide a mechanism for representing the information of text. Each keyword in a keyword map is used to represent a subject or object of a sentence. Keyword maps are constructed based on the learner's user profile, which consists of visited learning resources, and learning processes in a web based learning system. Content filtering based on keyword map ( Fig.1, Fig.2, Fig.3 ) consists of two parts: (1) generating learner's keyword map based profile and (2) Jaccard recommendation.
Using keyword map on the construction of user profiles: the system creates learners' keyword map based profiles automatically based on their learning processes implicitly (Tab.1).
Jaccard recommendation: we use a fuzzy version of the standard Jaccard similarity measure between the keyword map of learner profile and keyword map of each learning resources to decide the recommendation. The structure of keyword map allows restricting the search space and inferring missing information. The intuition behind content filtering based on keyword map is that the information represent by keyword map can be used to estimate missing preferences. Note: k is keyword; r is relation.
Experiment Evaluation

Aim
The performance of the proposed recommendation approach is examined and we address the following questions:
(1) How does our approach compare with conventional content-based filtering (keyword based)?
(2) Does the proposed keyword map based learner profile generation algorithm give the better quality to recommendation?
Participant and procedure To evaluate the performance of the proposed recommendation approaches, two approaches (keyword map content based filtering and the conventional content based filtering) were implemented in a web-based learning system [4, 5] . And 10 learners that were students of masters' degree and postgraduate studied as a group participated in the experiment. A total of 177 learning resources about "the problem of environment" were provided. The test was continued one month. And the learners evaluated the first ten of ranking lists of the recommendations.
Results
Accuracy: We used Rank Accuracy Metrics proposed by Breese et al.. [6] . And this method evaluates an unbounded recommendation list that potentially contains all the items in the catalog.
From Tab.2 (where MD=0.68(a) and MD=0.68(b)), we can see that content filtering based on keyword map outperforms the conventional content-based filtering. In addition, as Tab.3 (where MD=0.56(a) and MD=0.68(b)) shows, learning step is the important element in learning process.
Coverage: We compare the CBF and KM-CBF in terms of completion coverage vs. the size K of the recommendation list. The results are presented in Fig.4 where MD=0.0128(KM-CBF, k=5), MD=0.0164(KM-CBF, k=10), MD=0.0145(CBF, k=5), MD=0.0232(CBF, k=10). KM-CBF outperforms the CBF in all cases. The reason is the structure of KM-CBF allows restricting the search space and inferring the missing information.
Tab.2 Comparison of Different Methods
Recommendation technology
Main technology Algorithm Acquisition of user profile R CBF Keyword based Jaccard explicit (1-to-5 scale) 69.11 KM-CBF Keyword map based Jaccard Implicit (learning process) 78.06
Note: The bigger the value, the better the performance.
Tab.3 Comparison of Different Methods
Acquisition of learner profiles R input output (a) learning resources' keyword map learning process (consider learning step) Keyword map based learner profiles 78.06 (b) learning resources' keyword map learning process (not consider learning step) Keyword map based learner profiles 71.34
Note: Recommendation technology is Content filtering based on keyword map (basic algorithm:Jaccard). Approach (a)'s description is in Tab.1. Learning step is not considered in approach (b), that is to say, in Tab.1 learner profile generation algorithm, α≡1.
Discussion and Conclusions
From the educational aspect, the mechanism of content filtering based on keyword map (KM-CBF) proposed in this paper as inquiry reasoning is used to guide the learner to more interesting or useful activities during learning. Inquiry is the key part of constructivist learning. System explains ratings in terms of informative features and explains features in terms of examples based on properties. In the domain of learning, the features such as learners' characteristics and types of instructional materials have been identified on account of the success of constructing knowledge. It mainly aids in inquiry reasoning based on transfer of learning. It assists to create stories and analogy making by using individuals' learning processes. In this approaches, we use the module "learner's keyword map based profile generator" to create stories based on transfer of learning to express individuals' experiences and backgrounds. And analogy making is based on the module "Jaccard recommender module" to encourage the learner to arrive at his or her version of the truth.
From technical aspect, (1) Keyword map describes content of each learning resource and knowledge of each learner existing using keywords and various relations among them. The intuition behind content filtering based on keyword map is that the information represent by keyword map can be used to estimate missing preferences. And this structure allows restricting the search space and inferring missing information. Thus keyword maps help to increase both the completion and relevance of learning resources recommendation. (2) The learner profile generation based on learning process is effective approach, and especially, learning step is an important element in learning process.
This study proposed a new learner profiling to improve and upgrade the effectiveness of content-based learning resources recommendation. Fig.4 The result of coverage
The result implies that proposed approach (KM-CBF: content filtering based on keyword map) allows restricting the search space and inferring missing information. The information represented by keyword map can be used to estimate missing preferences. Higher coverage is better.
